With the development of semantic web, more and more ontologies are developed for various purposes. In order to evaluate these ontologies, there have emerged numerous ontology analysis approaches. This paper introduces the classical field theory to ontology area, and puts forward a semantic field model to analyze ontology characteristics from the perspective of concept interaction and hierarchical clustering. In semantic field, the equipotential lines present a natural nesting structure. The equipotential lines' distribution corresponds with the semantics' distribution resulting from the interaction and association of ontology concepts. Based on equipotential line distribution, we can analyze concept hierarchical clustering characteristics. Experiments showed that the semantic field does well in ontology concept hierarchical clustering analysis. The semantic field model has good scalability, and clustering execution time follows an approximate linear relationship with concept scale.
Introduction
Ontologies provide a commonly agreed understanding about domain knowledge, and as such, are becoming a crucial element of the Semantic Web. Although many definitions have been given for the term ontology, the most common and simply stated is that ontology is a 'specification of a shared conceptualization' [1] . An ontology specifies a shared domain vocabulary to describe concepts, their properties and relations.
In order to evaluate these ontologies, there have emerged numerous ontology analysis approaches [2] . Some of them evaluate ontologies for correctness, completeness and redundancy; some of them are used to ensure the consistency of ontology throughout its entire lifetime; more recent approaches are proposed to analyze the reuse and adaptation of existing ontologies.
This paper puts forward a novel analysis method named semantic field. Different from above approaches, the semantic field analyzes ontology characteristic from the perspective of concept interaction and hierarchical clustering. The semantic field model derives from classical field theory. The latter was used to describe non-contact interaction between matter particles. Later on, people abstracted it as a mathematical model to describe non-contact interaction between objects, and to depict distribution law of physical quantities. In ontology, concepts are not isolated. There exist non-contact semantic interaction and association among them. Table 1 shows the analogies between electrostatic field and semantic field. In this light, we introduce classical field theory to ontology area, and put forward semantic field model. In semantic field, the equipotential lines present a natural nesting structure. The equipotential lines' distribution corresponds with the semantics' distribution resulting from the interaction and association of ontology concepts. Based on equipotential line distribution, we can reveal concept hierarchical clustering characteristics within an ontology. The semantic field can show which concepts are located in clustering center, and have powerful influence on surrounding concepts. These are important concepts for the ontology, and should be paid enough attention to in various ontology operations.
Except for analyzing concept interaction and hierarchical clustering within an ontology, the semantic filed can also be used in semantic-based resource clustering, resource organization and search in P2P, etc. These semantic field applications are not the research scope of this paper. More details can be referred to our previous work [3] .
Related Works
Faraday put forward field concept in area of thermophysics and electromagnetics. Later on, people abstracted it as a mathematical model to describe non-contact interaction between objects. The concept of semantic field has been hotly debated in linguistic community, which was used to analyze semantic relations between vocabularies in glossary system [4] . To the best of our knowledge, there are a few literatures about this topic in computer science and information technology area.
Ismael Navas-Delgado et al [5] presented the Semantic Field which enables the global comparison of ontologies. The semantic field uses the results obtained from ontology matching tools to estimate the global similarity between ontologies. It can discover the global configuration of relationships between existing ontologies, and had been used in a tool called the Semantic Field Tool (SemFiT). They also published other research literature about this topic in [6] . The semantic field in [5] and [6] is a set of relevant ontologies.
Kun Yue and Weiyi Liu [7] , inspired by the theories of lexical semantics and electrostatic field, proposed a theoretical model called semantic field. In the method, text documents are regarded as semantic packages and words are regarded as semantic elements covering these packages. The semantic filed was used to reflect the similarity or dissimilarity between semantic elements or semantic packages in information retrieval systems. They took automatic keyword extraction as the representative application of the proposed semantic field. The semantic field in [7] takes semantic elements and semantic packages in text documents as research target.
Benjamin Stone and Simon Dennis [8, 9] outlined a method named semantic field for estimating the visual saliency different areas displayed on a web page. Latent Semantic Analysis is used to calculate Semantic Fields values of any (x, y) coordinate point on a web page based on the structure of that web page. These Semantic Field values were then used to predict eye-tracking data. The semantic field in [8] and [9] is based on four semantic field model: word overlap, Vector Space Model, Latent Semantic Analysis, and Sparse Nonnegative Matrix Factorization.
Different from above works, this paper introduces the classical field theory to ontology area, and puts forward a semantic field model to analyze ontology characteristic from the perspective of concept interaction and hierarchical clustering.
Semantic Field Model

Semantic field construction
Definition 1.Given ontology O and its concept set C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c i , ..., c n }.The representative concept set (obtained by using complex network technology [10] ) is 
is the semantic similarity between c i and c ′ k . In this paper, we use semantic similarity measure proposed by Li et al [11] , which significantly outperformed traditional similarity measures [12] .
where, l is the shortest path length between concept c i and concept c j , h is the depth of the lowerest common ancestor in the ontology. α and β are parameters scaling the contribution of shortest path length and depth, respectively. The optimal values are as follow: α=0.2, β =0.6. Definition 3.Given ontology O and its corresponding semantic space Ω o . All ontology concepts are mapped into Ω o . Ontology concepts are regarded as field sources, and these concepts interact and associate with each other, forming one field called semantic field.
Semantic field depicts interaction among ontology concepts and semantic distribution law within an ontology. We can describe semantic field from the perspectives of potential, gradient and intensity. Potential represents the semantics of a certain position; gradient describes local semantics change of semantic field; and field intensity reflects the strength of semantics association among concepts.
Research showed that the influence scope of one field source is limited in short-range field, and potential value will quickly attenuate to zero with distance increasing. In semantic field, the influence scope of semantic association among concepts is limited, too. That is to say: semantic field presents properties of short-range field to some extent. The typical potential function of short-range field is Gaussian function, so this paper uses it as the potential function of semantic field.
Definition 4.Given concept (field source) set C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c i , ..., c n } of ontology O and its corresponding position set P = {x c1 , x c2 , ..., x ci , ..., x cn } in Ω o . x ci is position vector of concept c i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) . The potential of any field position x is defined as:
where,n is ontology concept number; ϕ ci (x) is potential produced by concept c i at x ; m ci is concept mass of c i , m ci ≥ 0; σ is influence factor, σ ∈ (0, +∞); x ci − x is semantic distance between x ci and x. If the x ci − x exceeds the influence scope of c i , then ϕ ci (x) = 0. In fact, field intensity function F(x) and potential function ϕ(x) is equivalent. They are connected together by differential operator ∇ , F(x) = ∇ϕ(x) . Therefore, we can get field intensity function F(x) via the differential of potential function ϕ(x) . Here, we no longer describe intensity definition and gradient definition in detail.
Ontology concept mass calculation
Potential computation involves ontology concept mass m . Apparently, matter particle has its inherent mass. But how to weigh ontology concept mass? Concept mass should reflect the importance of the concept. The more important the concept is, the bigger the mass is. In this paper, we adapt PageRank [13] algorithm, which is widely used in search engine area, to calculate ontology concept mass.
The PageRank algorithm was put forward by Sergey Brin and Larry Page, which had been applied successfully in google search engine. The PageRank assumes that a web page's importance is measured by the number and importance of other web pages linking to the page. Similarly, the concept importance can be measured by the number and importance of its sub-concepts. The more sub-concepts one concept has, the more important the concept is. The contributions of these sub-concepts are different: the more important the sub-concept itself is, the more contribution the sub-concept makes to the concept.
Definition 5. Given ontology O and its concept set C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c i , ..., c n } . The mass of concept A is defined as follows: 
Influence factor selection
The influence factor σ will affect semantic field. If σ is small, the semantic association among concepts is weak. And when σ → 0, there is even no semantic association among concepts. Conversely, if σ is big, the semantic association becomes strong, and in extreme condition all ontology concepts associates with each. Therefore, we need select suitable σ value, so as to make the semantic field distribution reflect the real internal distribution of semantics as much as possible. This paper adopt potential entropy [14] to evaluate the rationality of potential field distribution. In information theory, the shannon entropy reflects system uncertainty. The bigger the shannon entropy is, the more uncertain the system is; Conversely, the smaller it is, the least uncertain the system is. When field achieves the smallest shannon entropy, the influence factor value is optimal.
Suppose the potential values of concepts c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n are ϕ c1 , ϕ c2 , ..., ϕ cn respectively, the potential entropy H is defined as:
where, n is ontology concept number;
ϕ ci is a normalization factor. In essence, influence factor selection is the problem of function H(σ ) minimization. That is:
This paper adopts golden section method [15] to solve this problem, and the algorithm is described as follow. Algorithm 1. Influence factor selection algorithm Input: ontology concept set C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c i , ..., c n }, position set P = {x c1 , x c2 , ..., x ci , ..., x cn }, degree of accuracy ε Output: optimal influence factor σ Description:
Semantic Field Based Concept Hierarchical Clustering
In semantic field, if connect the positions with same potential value, we can get a series of equipotential lines. These equipotential lines present a natural nesting structure. The equipotential lines' distribution corresponds with the semantics' distribution resulting from the interaction and association of ontology concepts in semantic space. Based on equipotential line distribution, we can discover the hierarchical clustering characteristics of ontology concepts.
Initial clustering center selection
Potential reflects influence capability of ontology concept in whole semantic space. Potential heart is local maximum position in semantic field, which can be regarded as virtual field source. Under the attraction of these virtual field sources, ontology concepts in semantic filed show self-organizing clustering characteristic. In the semantic field formed by single concept, potential heart is the position where the concept itself lying. For the semantic field formed by multiple concepts, we can search all potential heart positions along the direction of gradient by using climbing method.
If position x is potential heart, for any position y, x should satisfy the following formula:
where, neighbor(x) are surrounding positions of x, ϕ(x) is potential value of position x, ϕ(y) is potential value of position y. Figure 1 is parts of SWRC [16] ontology concepts, Figure 2 shows the semantic field in two-dimensional semantic space formed by these concepts, and potential hearts are obvious.
Because of potential superposition, potential heart does not coincide with ontology concept. We select the concept being closest to the potential heart as initial clustering center. The potential heart number determines the initial clustering number.
hierarchical clustering algorithm description
Iteratively merging initial clustering center based on saddle points between two local maximum positions [14] , we can get hierarchical clustering of ontology concepts. 
Experiments and Results
The goal of experiments is to investigate the effectiveness of semantic field as an ontology analysis tool. Simulation program implemented with java and relative tools in the Linux environment. All ontologies used in experiments come from Protégé Ontology Library of Stanford University (http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege Ontology Library). 
Clustering error rate
We selected three ontologies: ka ontology (an ontology about concepts from academic research), hu ontology (a hierarchic division of hydrologic units), and finance ontology (an ontology on financial instruments, involved parties, processes and procedures in securtities handling). We carried out semantic field based concept hierarchical clustering for each ontology, and then compared these results with manual results done by domain experts. This paper defines an evaluation criterion named clustering error rate as follows:
concept number o f clustering error total concept number (8) Figure 4 shows the clustering error rate of three ontologies at level 2, level 3 and level 4.
On the whole, the semantic field does well in ontology concept hierarchical clustering. The more the clustering partition, the higher the clustering error rate; on the contrary, the less the clustering partition, the lower the clustering error rate. Experiment also shows that ontology structure may affect the hierarchical clustering performance. Comprehensive ontology structure can better reveal concept clustering characteristics. hu ontology is a simple hierarchic division of hydrologic units, therefore, the clustering error rate is relatively high.
Scalability
We selected 20 ontologies from Protégé Ontology Library to evaluate the scalability of this method. Ontology concept scale range from 4633 to 102. Figure 5 shows the execution time of 20 ontologies. The axis is concept number of each ontology, and the axis is clustering execution time of each ontology. The result shows that this method has good scalability. Concept clustering execution time follows an approximate linear relationship with concept scale. 
Influence of ontology evolution
Ontology is not static. Ontology evolution means modifying or upgrading the ontology when there is a certain need for change or there comes a change in the domain knowledge [17] . Ontology evolution generally includes concept addition, concept deletion, and concept translocation. We carried out experiment to evaluate the influence of ontology evolution on hierarchical clustering results.
In Figure1, supposes the leaf concept "F: Manager" is deleted. Figure 6 shows the semantic field in two-dimensional semantic space after concept deletion. The hierarchical clustering results of other concepts does not changed after leaf concept "F: Manager" deleted. In Figure 1 , supposes a leaf concept "J: Assistant Professor" is added the sub-concept of concept "H: Faculty Member". Figure 7 shows the semantic field in two-dimensional semantic space after concept addition. The hierarchical clustering results of other concepts does not change after leaf concept "J: Assistant Professor" added. Figure 6 and Figure 7 showed that the influence of ontology evolution on semantic field is local. Ontology evolution does not change the hierarchical clustering results of other concepts.
Conclusion
Ontologies are becoming a crucial element of the Semantic Web. In order to evaluate these ontologies, there have emerged numerous ontology analysis approaches. This paper introduces the classical field theory to ontology area, and puts forward a semantic field model to analysis ontology characteristics from the perspective of concept interaction and hierarchical clustering. In semantic field, the equipotential lines present a natural nesting structure. The equipotential lines' distribution corresponds with the semantics' distribution resulting from the interaction and association of ontology concepts. Based on equipotential line distribution, we can analyze concept hierarchical clustering characteristic.
The semantic field based hierarchical clustering can show which concepts are located in clustering center, and have powerful influence on surrounding concepts. These are important concepts for the ontology. We should pay enough attention to these concepts in various ontology operations. 
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